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I t  is known that any context-free language canbe recognized in 
time n ~ on a "random access machine" or on an on-line or off-line 
Turing machine. A context-free language which requires n~/(log n) ~ 
steps to be recognized on an on-line Turing machine is known. The 
principal result of the present paper is to exhibit a context-free lan- 
guage which requires more than n~/log n steps for recognition on an 
on-line Turing machine. Thus the gap between the upper and lower 
bound has been reduced. Moreover, it is known that the time re- 
quired to recognize a linear context-free language is at most n ~. 
Since our example is linear, we now have an example which shows that 
the upper and lower bounds are close. 
INTRODUCTION 
A subieet of some interest in parsing is the number  of steps required 
to recognize an arbitrary con~xt-free language on a Turing machine. It 
was shown that  any context-free language can be recognized in t ime n ~ 
on an on-l ine Tar ing  machine (Kasami,  1967) or on a " random access 
computer"  (Ear ly) .  I f  the context-free language is l inear (Ginsburg, 
1966 ), the upper  bound is only n 2 (Kasami,  1967). 
The quest ion of obtaining a lower bound is more difficult. I t  was shown 
(Hennie, 1966; Kasami ,  1967) that  there is a context-free language that  
requires at  least (n/ log n)  ~ steps to be recognized on a  on-l ine Tur ing 
machine. The present paper  presents a l inear context-free language which 
will require at  least n~/log n steps for i ts  recognit ion on an on-l ine 
Tur ing machine. This  is the greatest lower bound present ly  known. 
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Moreover  this bound is fairly near the upper bound for a linear context- 
free language. 
This paper is divided into two sections and an appendix. The  first 
section introduces the machine and the languages to be used. In Section 
2, the main  result is derived (Theorem i) using a combinatorial argu- 
ment  which is presented in the appendix. 
SECT ION I: DESCRIPT ION OF  THE MACHINE AND OF  THE 
LANGUAGES 
The  machine which we shall use is an ordinary on-line machine 
(OLTM for short) with a one-way read only input tape, a finite number  
of two-way, read and write working tapes of unbounded length. The  finite 
state control is deterministic and the device accepts or reiects a string by 
starting at the left end and marching off at the right end in a final state. 
This differs from the OLTM described in Hennie (1966), which has an 
output tape; the two systems are equivalent provided that we require 
that the decision to accept or reject the string be taken before marching 
off the tape. Endmarkers are unnecessary. 
An operation of the machine is determined by the symbols under each 
head and the state of the control; the operation consists of changing the 
control state, of moving on the input tape (one square right, or no move), 
of overprinting the symbols under the heads of each working tape, and 
moving each head on its working tape (one square left, no move, one 
square right). 
Notat ion .  If T is an OLTM then let Q be the eardinality of the set of 
states in the finite control, ~ be the size of the working alphabet F, 
and s be the number of working tapes; there is one head per tape. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a set (over the alphabet ~) to be recognized 
by an OLTM and x E ~* be of length n, i.e. I x I = n. If the least upper 
bound for the recognition time of any such x is asymptotic I to roT(n) ,  
where T (n) is a function of n and m a constant depending only on the 
characteristics of the machine, then X is said to be T (n )  recognizab le .  
Alternatively the OLTM is said to operate within T (n). 
We now present he context-free language (CFL for short) achieving 
the bound n2/log n. Let ~ = {0, 1} be the input alphabet, s ~ Z, c ~ ~, 
1 I f  f ,  g are funct ions  of x, we say  f is asymptot i c  to g, and wr i te  f ~ g if 
lim~.~ f (x ) /g (x )  --~ 1. 
2If t => 1 and zj" C 2~ for all j, 1 -< j -< t,and z ~ z l z2 . . ,  z: we 
write z r ~ ztzt-1 . . .  z2zl ; z T is the transpose of z. 
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s ~ c. Def ineX = {%*zZ*csu,s . . .  suts] t >= 1, z C ~*, Iz I > O,u~ C ~* 
fo r l _ -< j< t, and 2u~=z r for some i, l __< i_-< t}. 
This set is a linear CFL.  
The 
S. 
following linear g rammar  a generates X. The start ing symbol  is 
S --~ OS I 1S [ As I Bs 
A - ->AOIA l lAs IBs  
B --> 0C01 1C1 
C--+OCOI 1CI ID 
D ---~ OD I ID I cE 
E--+ s l sF  
F --+ oF I1F I E 
I t  is necessary to consider a more structured set, which will not be 
context free but  will require the same amount  of computat ion time. Let  
c, s be as in X.  Define Y as follows: Y = {xlzx2csuls .. • suts]xl C ~*, 
x~C Z*, z C ~*, I z[ _-_ 1, and there is k > 0 so that  t = [2k/k] 4, 
I xlzx~ I = 2~, and for each j, 1 -< j _-< t, ui C ~*, [ uj I = k, and there is 
i, 1 _-< i =< t, such that  u~ -- zr}. 
Less formally, y c Y if and only if 
(1) y C X and there is k > 0 so that,  
(2) lui]  = [z[ = k for a l i j ,  1 _-_j _-< t, 
(3) xlzx2 has length 2 k and finally, 
(4) there are [2~/k] blocks of length k, to which we add the separat-  
ing "flags" s's. 
We shall call each u~ a tail block, xlzx~ the head, and suls . . .  suts the 
tail. 
SECTION 2 
In  this section we prove that  X and Y have the same recognition t ime 
and find the recognition t ime for Y.~ 
LEMM,~ 1. I f  X is T (n) recognizable, where T (n) > n, then so is Y. 
Proof. Since conditions 2, 3, 4 above are real-t ime computable on 
OLTiVI's (Yamada,  1962), Lemma 1 is clear. 
aWe use here the Baekus Normal Form for grammars. For instance 
F --~ 1F I OF I E stands for the three rules, F -o 1F, F -* OF, F --~ E. 
4 [x] is the greatest integer not bigger than x. 
5 We must repeat part of the argument of [6] for the definitions and concepts 
are needed to introduce our combinatorial rgument. 
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LEMMA 2. For Y, T (n ) <= n 2. 
Proof. Let y = ylcy2C Y, [Yl = n; l Ylf 2 ~ for some k; thus 
] Yll "" n/2. To check one tail block, substring of y2 against he head yl 
takes at most 2k. I Yl I steps. There are [I Yl l/k] tail blocks since y c Y. 
Thus the number of steps is bounded by 2k. 1 y~ [. [I Y~ I/k] ~'~ 
2 ([ yl I) 2 "~ n 2. 
From now on we deal only with the set Y. Because of Lemma 1, 
we can concentrate only on recognizing that condition (1) above is 
satisfied, that is in fact that y E X. More precisely the checking opera- 
tions are as follows: 
If y is to be in Y, y = y~cy~. Let M be the OLTM recognizing Y. 
Read Yl and c, lea~ng the machine (including the working tapes) in a 
certain configuration, 6 which will play a decisive part in the proof. 
The checking operations can then take place concurrently: 
Start checking the tail blocks. By the on-line property, the decision 
as to whether a tail block matches a substring (reversed) of y~ must be 
made when the s following the tail block is read (for the first and only 
time). Conditions 2, 3, 4 are checked as each new tail-block is scanned. 
The machine accepts y if and only if it blocks in a final state. The machine 
is selected to operate within time n 2 (we can do so because of Lemma 2). 
Let k be fixed, and Y~ c Y denote the set of strings in Y for which k 
has the specified value. Also define Hk = {y~lthere is y C Yk with 
y = ylcy2}. As mentioned above and as in Hennie (1966), consider the 
set of mappings from H~ to machine configuration, i.e., from Hk into 
Q X (p* X Z)' .  The position of the head on the input is not specified 
since we can assume it is reading c. We further restrict our attention to 
certain configurations satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) They are produced by M and lead to the proper diagnostic for 
each tail to come. 
(ii) The length of any string written on a working tape is at most 
(2k+2) 2 squares (i.e., slightly bigger than n ~, which corresponds to the 
fact that M operates in time n2). 
Note that the time to read a block of length k, the following s, and 
Configurations are defined on the internal state, the strings written on the 
working tapes, and positions of the heads on the working tapes and the input 
tape. Thus they are defined on Q X (r* X Z) '  where Z is the set of integers. A 
typical configuration is qx lmlx~ . . .  x ,m,  where q C Q and for each i, 1 ~ i _~ s we 
have x~er* written on the ith working tape and m~ is the number of symbols 
written at the left of the head on the ith working tape. 
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decide whether to go to the state which indicates that we have found a 
match (it remains to check that conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied) 
depends on yl, the tail-block, and the particular mapping. 
Define the checking time associated with a given mapping to be the 
maximum time needed to carry out the above procedure for any head 
yl E Hk and any single tail-block of length k. From the set of mappings 
described above, which is finite, select one having the smallest checking 
time; call it Fk and its associated checking time w1~. We can now get a 
lower bound for wk. 
Define 
2 k-s ~ logQ-  s logs , -  1 
Xk 
2s log "/ 
(logarithms are taken base 2). 
LEI~MA 3. Let wk, xk be as in the above discussion. Then wk > xk. 
Proof. The number of configurations which differ by the internal 
state, or by working tape patterns, within x squares on each side of the 
working heads is Q~,~ (s~+l); let xk be as above. Then Q~/(2~k+~) =
22k-8-1 < 22~-~. 
Now let yl, zl, C Hk. Define yl to be equivalent to zl if the set of dis- 
tinct patterns of length k included in y~ is the same as the set defined in a 
similar manner for Zl. In the Appendix, a combinatorial argument is 
developed to show that the number of equivalence classes is at least 
22~-~. Thus there are at least two heads yl, y~ belonging to two different 
classes which must be mapped into the same configuration (with respect 
to internal state and tape patterns appearing within xk squares on each 
side of the working heads). Let z be such that I zl = k and z r C yl, 
z ~ ~ y~' (such z always exist since y~ is not equivalent toy~'). Let M be 
in the configuration corresponding toyl or yl ~ and supplied with z T. To 
determine the correct move (jump or not to the state recording a match), 
M must distinguish between y~ and y~', thus move some of its heads of 
more than xk squares. Thus w~ > xk. 
LEMMA 4. There is at least one sequence y C Y~ which when applied to M,  
causes M to spend at least w~ time units on each tail block. 
Proof. Because we have followed Hennie (1966), it is not necessary to 
repeat the argument and the reader is referred to Lemma 2, p. 39 of 
Hennie. 
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THEOREM 1. For the set Y, T (n) > n2/log n. 
Proof. If y C Y~, there are [2~/k] tail blocks. By Lemmas 3 and 4 we 
get 
[~12~-3-- log Q-slog~'- 1 
T(nk) > 2s log -/ 
Thus T (nk) ~-~ (2 k" 2k-3)/k, i.e., 
2 
T(n~) N nk 
log nk 
We have nk = ~- 1 ~- (k + 1) ~- 1 
Noting as in Hennie (1966) that T(n)  is monotone increasing with n, 
we get T(n)  > n=/log n. 
THEOREM 2. For the context-free language X, T (n) > n~/log n. 
Proof. Lemma 1 applies. 
Remark. I t  should be noted that the same result applies to the set 
X' which is X without the c marker. 
CONCLUSION 
Since X is linear, and  in (kasami,  ) it is p roven  that any  linear 
CFL  can be recognized on  an  OLTM in t ime n 2, we  can assert that 
this bound is close to best. Indeed the gap  between n 2 and  n2/log n is 
small. 
Finally the gap  between n 3 and  n2/log n a l though reduced is still wide. 
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APPENDIX  
Let the alphabet 2~ be {0, 1} ; let n and k be two positive integers, with 
n > £. Define S= - {x I x C ~} and Pk(x) = {y [ x = uyz, x C S~, 
y C £~}. Thus Pk (x) is the collection of all subwords of length k of x. 
Since not all subwords of x need be distinct let Pk* (x) be the set of sub- 
words appearing in x (i.e., all distinct). Note that cardinality of Pk (x) = 
# Pk (x) = n + 1 -- k, # Pk* (x) =< n -t- 1 -- k. Also if # Pk* (x) = m then 
x C ~i where i _-> m q- k - 1 (with equality if and only if # Pk(x) = 
# Pk*(x) =- m)• Every element of P~(x) is in Pk*(x) and conversely. 
DEFINITION. Let n, k be given, xl,  x2 C Sn. Then xl is said to be k" 
equivalent to x2 (xl =--- k x2) or xl, x2 are said to be in the same k-equivalence 
class if and only if P~* (xl ) = Pk* (x~ ). 
I t  is necessary for us to estimate the number of equivalence classes as 
a function of n and k. For the present we are content with a simplified 
problem: Given k, let n = 2 k. Prove that Nn, the number of k-equivalence 
classes, satisfies N~ _-__ 2 (2~--), a a positive integer independent of k. 
LEM~ A-1. Let nl =- 2 k-1 q-/~ -- 2. Then N~ _-> 2 2k-~ - ~ + 1 
Proof. If x C ~,  then x contains 2 ~-1 subwords of length k - 1 not 
necessarily distinct (see the above remark).  Note that the total number 
of subwords of lengthk - 1 over ~ is also 2 k-~ since I ~ [ = 2. This brings 
to our attention the following set: Define S*~ = {x E S~ I Pk_~(x) = . 
Pk-~ (x) }. Thus all subwords of lengthk -- 1 appear in x if x C S*~, and 
each appears only once. Let x C S*~. List in order all successive subwords 
of lengthk -- 1 appearing in x; this represents a closed De Bruijn Se- 
quence and is a path on the/~ -- 1 cube• Now define S~ -- S*~ N 0~-~1 
• ~-k -110~-2 .  Note that if x, y E S~ they do not represent the same 
path for otherwise they are equal (since they would represent the same 
path and start at the same point, i.e., 0 k-~ ). Henceforth our attention will 
be restricted to strings in ~ ~.  We now look at Pk (x) where x E S~ (thus 
our attention shifts from subwords of length ]¢ - 1 to subwords of length 
/~). Define y to be a divergence subword for the pair (x~, x2), xl ~ x2, 
x~, x~ C S,~ if x~ = u~yaz~, a ~ ~, u~z~ ~ Z*y ~ ~-~ and x~ = u~y~z~, 
~ ~,~ ~ a,u~z= ~ ~*. 
Given any xl,  x= ~ S~,  such a subword exists and need not be unique: 
because x~, x~ start with the same subword of length/~ - 1, namely 
0 ~-~, in order to find a divergence subword it is enough ~o walk along 
x~ and x~ until the scanned symbols differ. Then the last/c -- 1 scanned 
symbols (on either string) form a possible y, the symbol at which point 
the strings differ is a (or fl). 
Now we make the following claim: let x~, x~ ~ S,~, x~ ~ x~. Then 
Xl ~X2.  
Proof of the claim. Suppose the claim false; then there are x~, x= ~ S~,  
x~ --- ~ x=, Xl ~ x~. Let y be a divergence subword for the pair (x~, x~). 
Let x~ = u~yazl ~nd x~ = u~yflz~ , a, ~ ~ Y., a ~ ~. Then ya ~ ~,  y~ ~ Z ~. 
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Thus ya ~ Pk(xl), y~ E Pk(x2); ya C Pk*(xl), y~ C P~*(x2). But 
xl -- k x2. Thus ya C P~* (x2). Thus y must appear twice in x2 since it is 
associated to both a and ~, a ~ /3. This contradicts membership to S~ 
since S.~ c S*~. As a consequence, there are at least as many/c-equiva- 
lence classes as elements in S ~.  But I S~ I is a known number, due to 
de Bruija (de Bruijn, 1946; Golomb, ; Hall, 1967). IS ~ I = 22~-~/ 
2 k-1. Thus Lemma A-1 follows. 
LEMMA 2~k-2. Let n = 2 k. Then N~ _-_ 22~-~ (/c _>- 5) 
P~oof. For eachx C S~ define x' = 02~-~ - k ~ 2~. Theni f  x, y C S~,  
x ~ y, x ~k y be the claim in Lemma A-1. Thus x' ~ y'(O ~ ~ P~(x) 
for any x ~ S~1 for otherwise 0 ~-~ would appear at least twice in x). 
Thus the result follows from Lemma A-1. 
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